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Fokker D.XVI Jupiter Omega Modelsi resin kit 
Sesquiplane fighter prototype 

Scale 1:72 
Fokker produced in 1929-1930 three prototypes of its 
D.XVI fighter: One with an Armstrong Siddeley Jag-
uar engine that would see service with the Dutch Ar-
my Air Department (LVA, Luchtvaart Afdeling), one 
with a Curtiss Conqueror engine for the Air Depart-
ment of the Dutch East Indies Army (LA KNIL) and 
one with a Gnome & Rhone Jupiter VII engine. 

The Jupiter engined aircraft was meant for Hungary 
and four aircraft have been built and delivered be-
tween July 1930 and February 1931. The prototype 
made its first flight in March 1930. License building 
was planned by the firm Manfred Weiss (WM), but has been vetoed by France based on the limitations imposed 
on Hungary in the Treaty of Versailles. 

The construction of the aircraft was almost identical to the prototype of the Jaguar version except for the en-
gine. A difference with the LVA production version was the upper wing support, which was by means of two 
pyramids and a long strut between the outer wing N-struts and the forward undercarriage strut, as with the LVA 
prototype. 

Based on the delivered aircraft and specifically on the PH-AGU (H-MAGU) MW developed its own fighter, the 
Avis I.  

Only Gerdessen (ref. 7) explicitly specifies the characteristics and performance of the Jupiter version. As this 
engine had slightly less power than the Jaguar engine, a larger diameter than the Jaguar and no Townend ring, 
the performance of this version was rather poor. 

The model built is a modification of the Omega Mod-
els Fokker D.XVI Jaguar kit. The Jaguar kit comes in 
a sturdy box and contains a double sided instruction 
sheet with a picture of the resin parts, an exploded 
view indicating the place of the parts, two colour il-
lustrations of the model, a summary description of the 
original aircraft and painting instructions. 

Modifications required address mainly the engine, ex-
haust and forward fuselage, elimination of the ma-
chine guns (the prototype was unarmed). All other as-
pects are identical to those of the prototype with Jagu-
ar engine. 
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The general references on the Fokker DXVI are the following. Alting (ref. 1), Franquinet (ref. 2), Hegener (ref. 
3), Hooftman (ref. 4), Schoenmaker (ref. 5), Wesselink (ref. 6), Gerdessen (ref. 7), Vliegwereld (ref. 8), Fokker 
Bulletin (ref. 10) and Postma (ref. 11) report the dimensions of the D.XVI. Franquinet, Hegener, Gerdessen, 
Vredeling (ref. 9) and Fokker Bulletin show three-view drawings. 

 Ref. 1:72 model 
Span (upper wing) 
         (lower wing) 

9.40 m 
7.12 m 

130.6 mm 
98.9 mm 

mm 

Length 7.30 m 101.4 mm mm 
Height 2.60 m 36.1 mm mm 
Engine Gnome & Rhone Jupiter VII, 440 hp   
Crew 1   
Armament 2 machine guns Vickers M20, FN-Browning M36   

General 

In my collection drawing I have a Fokker drawing of the air-
craft with Jupiter engine. The scaled dimensions of the fuselage 
and upper wing of the drawing are in excellent agreement with 
those of the kit. However, the shape of the nose in the drawing 
is quite different from that in the photograph of the PH-AGU, 
which shows a more rounded nose and a smaller spinner. Also, 
the propeller is clearly a Reed airscrew. So here some work re-
mains to be done. The picture below shows the parts of the 
Omega Models kit that will be used for the model. 

Fuselage and engine 

I have bought a resin Gnome-Rhone Jupiter VII engine from Engines & Things. This engine is quite detailed at 
the back side and has there two small exhausts modelled, which seemed to coincide quite well with the position 
of the exhausts on the photograph. So initially I decided to use these features and have started to modify the 
forward fuselage to accommodate them by hollowing the nose and reshaping the loser part. 

However, when dry fitting the engine on the modified nose, the two upper cylinders appeared to 
be just in front of the nose mounted machine guns, while the photograph and the drawing show a 
single cylinder at the top. Also, the nose of the model appeared to be rounded too much when 
compared to the fairing in front of the engine. 

So I have got rid of the small exhausts and have shaped the 
fairing from a piece of styrene. I have made the engine front 
side fitting under the fairing and have corrected the shape of 
the forward fuselage with putty. I have produced short ex-
hausts from 1.8 mm brass tube. 

The photographs and the drawing show that the propeller had 
a spinner. To produce it I used the forward part of a resin 
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bomb as I had done before. 

The sides of the fuselage in the kit are completely flat, while the photographs of the D.XVI clearly show the 
facets, created by the “stringers” under the cloth covering the tube frame. 

I had to devise a way to simulate this. I have covered the fuselage with three 
strips of 0.25 mm thick styrene sheet, 
placed as well as possible against each 
other. Next I have covered the middle 
strip with a piece of tape and have sanded 
it until the edge of the strip was flush 
with the resin part of the fuselage and the 
edge of the tape was just touched by the 
sanding. The finale effect can only be 
judged when the fuselage will be painted. 
I have given the fuselage a first coat of paint and have also glued the lower 
wing in place.  

Between the engine and the front of the fuselage gaps were present between each pair of cylin-
ders. I have filled these up with Kristal Klear. In this way it resembles better the smooth shape 
of the nose. When dry I have painted the Kristal Klear khaki. In hind sight it would have been 
better to make a nose cone in the proper shape and drill holes in it to accommodate the individu-
al cylinders, cut off from the crank case. 

Cockpit 

As a rudder bar was missing in the kit, I have taken one from my spare parts box. 
The seat, control stick instrument panel and rudder bar have been painted dark grey, 
the cockpit inner walls and floor light grey. Seat belts came from my stock of PE and 
have been glued to the seat. After marking the position of the cockpit aperture on the 
fuselage I have glued the seat, stick and rudder bar in place. I have dry-brushed the 
instrument panel with white to make the casted 

dials a bit visible and have glued it under the cockpit deck and 
have glued the deck to the fuselage. I have also formed a ring 
from 0.5 mm solder around the stem of a brush to represent 
the leather edge of the cockpit opening.  

The top of the fuselage was not formed correctly; behind the cockpit opening 
there was a considerably dip in the shape. With an abundant use of several 

layers of putty this was corrected, as well are the joints 
between the top deck and the fuselage. The ring has been 
cut to size and glued in place after thoroughly working the 
fuselage with putty. After having painted the fuselage and the upper surface of the lower 
wings I have painted the “leather” ring brown. 

Decals 

I have drawn the PH-AGU registration decal at the same time as a registra-
tion for a D.XVI from a fellow modeller and the decals for the prototype of 
the D.XVI with Curtiss Conqueror engine for the ML KNIL (Dutch East In-
dies Army Military Air Department). The decals have been printed by Arctic 
Decals. 

Wing and tail surfaces 

As I will mount the control surfaces in deflected position, I have 
separated the ailerons from the wing and the elevator halves and 
rudder from the tail surfaces. 

To enforce the connection of the horizontal stabilizer halves with 
the fuselage, I have provided them with 0.5 mm brass pins. 
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The dimensions of the two N-struts of the kit, intended 
to support the wing from the fuselage, did not corre-
spond to those on the drawing, so I decided to make 
new ones. The dimensions I have derived from the 
three-view drawing. To produce the V-struts for the 
wing support, made from 0.75 mm styrene, I have 
made a simple jig, shown at the right. 

Also, the long struts between the inter-wing N-struts and the lower side of the fuse-
lage were not supplied in the kit, as well as the struts supporting the stabilizer. The 
last ones I have produced from 1.5 x 0.75 mm streamline profile, the other struts have 
been made from 0.75 mm styrene rod.  

Wing assembly 

I have painted the lower surface of the upper wing khaki in preparation for assembly with the painted fuselage 
and lower wing, of which the top surface had already been painted. For the assembly I have used the Aeroclub 
bi-plane assembly rig. To protect the painted wing surfaces from the sharp 
edges of the rig I have covered them with pieces of tape. In order not to inter-
fere with the placement of the wing N-struts, the lower wing has to be sup-
ported by the rig at 32.5 mm from the centreline. Measured from the Fokker 
drawing the upper and lower wing are separated by 19.5 mm and the stagger 
is 16 mm, which corresponds with a stagger angle of 39.4o.I have adjusted 

the rig to these dimensions 
– the 39.4o is at the edge 
of the range of the rig – 
and have placed the model in it. After a last check on align-
ment of the wings from front and top view I have secured the 
model firmly. 

I have tried to place the forward V-strut between fuselage and upper wing, but there was not sufficient room to 
do that, even after shortening the legs of the V trial and error. So I have used a different approach. I have de-
mounted the upper wing from the rig and have glued the V-strut in the hole 
in the upper wing, aligning it carefully. I have fitted the upper wing again in 
the rig before the glue had set completely, which took care of the final ad-
justment. I noticed that the model moved a bit in the jig, when I pushed on 
the upper wing; apparently the legs of the V were still too long. This would 
mean that the joints of the struts would be stressed, when I would proceed, and cyanoacrylate glue does not like 
that. So I have increased the distance between the wing with about half a millimetre, which released the stress. 

I have treated the pyramid, connecting the fuselage with the aft part of the 
wing, the same way, shortening the legs trial and error, until all six legs rest-
ed of the top of the fuselage, when mounting the wing in the rig. Before 
mounting the upper wing definitively in the rig I have painted the feet khaki. 

 

Undercarriage 

The width of the undercarriage as modelled in the kit is too small 
compared to that given in the drawing, so I have produced a new 
one from 1.2 mm styrene rod and small rings cut from styrene tube. 
Also, the undercarriage V-struts are shaped slightly different. To 
cure this I have added pieces of 0.75 mm styrene rod to the V-
struts. 

 

Final assembly 

<text> 
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Appendix Model modifications and corrections; paint table; pictures, drawings and other 
documentation of the Fokker D.XVI Jupiter 
Modifications & corrections 
M = modification, C = correction 
Change Location/part Modification or correction 
C01 Cockpit Rudder bar added 
M01 Engine Gnôme-Rhône Jupiter engine 
M02 Engine Propeller spinner 
M03 Fuselage Change to accommodate the Jupi-

ter engine 
M04 Struts Central upper wing suspension 
M05 Struts Forward long wing strut 
M06 Tail Elevator and rudder separated 
C02 Undercarriage Wider axle 
M07 Undercarriage Additional strut in V-strut 
M08 Wing Ailerons separated 

Change Location/part Modification or correction 
   

Paint table 
HE = Humbrol enamel, RA = Revel Aqua, VMA = Vallejo 
Model Air, WEM = White Ensign Models 
Code Colour Where 
HE 21 Black Engine cylinders 
HE 22 White Instrument panel (dry brushed) 
HE 53 Gun metal Engine cylinders (dry brushed) 
HE 85 Coal black Exhausts 
HE 125 Dark grey Seat, instrument panel, rudder 

bar, control stick 
HE 127 Light grey Cockpit walls and floor 

http://ipmsstockholm.org/magazine/2005/09/stuff_eng_dutch_af_coulours_01(02).htm
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Code Colour Where 
HE Brown Leather edge of cockpit opening 
RA Tank grey Tires 
VMA 
71.065 

Steel Propeller blades 

WEM 
ADC04 

LVA khaki Wings, fuselage, struts, propel-
ler spinner 

Drawings 

 
[Source: ref. 9] 

Pictures 

 
[Source:] 

 
[Source: Omega Models (kit to be issued)] 

 
[Source: ] 
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